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I write this on the thirtieth anniversary of
Munich. German troops and secret policemen are
agent in Canchmlovaltie, Russian Communism are
still being purged by their indefatigable leadership, the German Nmis have shown remarkable
strength in the recent provincial election. 01
course the Labor Party was net in office 30 yearn
ago, but • great many English Socialists don't
believe that under Comrade Wilson they are any
nearer socialism — or class equality — than they
were under the Rt. Hon. Neville Chamberlain. In
the United States, there is still destitution in Ap.
palarbia, while in the big claim of the North whole
blocks are on relief. There are even more dleAlfred Kama reacher at the Slate Cnieersity of
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bards on the enreme Left and phony patriots on

the extreme Right and bully boy. among the police
than there were in the days of the New Matsu,
Gerald L K. Smith, and the Memorial Day Mi.
eerie. The hostile great powers have taken over
the Vietnamese Civil War even more openly than
they took over the Spaniel% Civil War; dm threat
of another world war constantly hangs over our
hooch; everywhere thew are displaced person;
and in Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America
millions upon millions are the helpless victims of
imperialist wars, colonial wars, race hatred, military dictatorship. totalitarian ideology.
So for many of no it is still the age of Orwell
By this l mean that for many readers and writer.,
for people likely to be reading this, for people
generally more interested in undemanding things
than in forcibly changing the destiny of whole
classes of people, it is a trate age when human
values are dominated by force, when literature
seems entirely under the domain al political concern yet has no influence on the political decision,
that move no on. Orwell wait a brilliantly topical
novelist, an obstinately rational pamphleteer who
with intense feeling brought the art of argument
tu the highest possible clarity not by writing down
to his readers but by thinking in behalf of them

as fellow citizens who could be endangered by
false logic and demagogic eppeala. He was a pas
sionstely level-beaded reviewer and essayist who
loved good literature above all things, but felt with
his usual sense of nemesia that literature was coming to an end, As he put it in all mum on Henry
Miller, Inside the Whale 11940):
Alines' certainly we are moving into an age
of totalitarian dictatorships.... literature, in
the form in which we know it, must suffer at
least a temporary death. . . The literature
of libendiam is coming to an end and the
literature of totalitarianism has not yet oppeered and is barely imaginable . The
writer ... is merely an anachronism, a hangover from the bourgeois age....
Thin is the note of grim clarity — after us, the
ice age! — that Orwell always took in discussing
literature La a dying art, in defending democracy
against Stalinists and Fascism. "this England"
against the nanny Socialism of the Noe Statesmen
and Nation. Orwell was an old Etonian who loved
England but hated its snobbery and imperialism,
an anti-Fascist who was badly wounded in Spain
but hated the Communists for murdering Anarchiota and Troeskyium, a thoroughly radical intellectual who despised English radical intellectuals
for admiring totalitarian Rosena. He was a democratic socialist who said from the first that the
Moscow purge trials were completely fraudulent.
Since the Tories were usually in charge of poor
old broken-down England, he hated the Tories.
But "since there is no real reconstruction that
would not lead to at least a temporary drop in
the English standard of (Continued on page 3)

He felt his world was going to hell—and it was
(Continard /roes page 1)
life. hit-wing politicise*
and publicise are people who earn their living by
demanding something that they don't genuinely want
." So ha Wag always in opposition, alway• own&
all the parties. groups and grouping. —poor and in
creasitiely sick, naturally, for he sea. sickened by "Lan
age like this." He was a writer dominated by polities,
but he believed, with Karl Marx, that only when socials
am leas solved the economic problem will modern laza
get to his real problem: his disbelief in personal immortality.

known reasons. It is to the point that from these four
edam= one learns virtually nothing about his parents
or his first wife, Eileen; nothing to explain why he left
Eton for the imperial police in Burma. Orwell once told
Anthony Powell that he had taken a girl to the park to
make love to her because there was nowhere else to
take her. That is especially interesting bemuse of his
conscious poverty and because Orwell, who occasionally
lost his temper at the "Finney Left" and the "cosinopoliten SCUM," obviously had as strong a tense of propriety

poverty, and managed to make ordinary
English life in the Thirties seem even grimmer than it

as he did of

It Is no much rationality, clarity, hopelessness un the

part of • humanist who felt that his world was going to

was. When a reader of his column in the left-wing Tribune observed that Orwell always found everything worse

hell—surely politic/id despair helped to kill him at
forty-seven — that make' the age of Orwell, then end
now, so sad. But ours is not the age of Orwell, ours is
not a sad age for Sleek Rudd, Leonid Breahnev, the
Beatles, Marshall McLuban, Thnothi Learn and all mooned activists, swinge e, rabble-roasers, acid heath,
unnteur valeta rind hippies, who recognize that ours is
an age of riches, chemicals, freedom, love and poasi.
bility. It is not the age of Orwell for Abbie Hollmen,
founder of the Yippies, who explained the other day I don't consider myeelf • lane. Say Tin a revolutionary artier- Our concept of revolution is that
it's fun. The left has the concept that you ham to
sacrifice. Who the hell is going to buy that awedact? A lot of the left is into meaochistic theater,
if you ask me.
Abbie fins something there. These four volume. of
Orwell's collected journalism, wan and letters Ate a
magnificent tribute to the probity, consistency and insight of Orwell's topical writings. Orwell forbade any
biography of him, but these two thousand pages make
up a remarkable self-portrait, precisely because he was
the writer meet involved in his age. And yet one does
not have to agree with C. P. Slow, who thought Nine.
teen Eighty-Four showed a desire that the future "not
exist," to see that Orwell, like so many earlier 206eentury radicals, did not expect his side to win. In the
end Orwell wanted only to he personally authentic to
terrain himself in a had time, to keep some old.fesh.
timed liberty in England_
The age of Orwell was the age of Hider and Stalin,
of mam unemployment cured only by moue wan, of
genocide and atomic warfare. of utopian hope. for the
working clam as the vanguard of eumanity. It was
haunted by poverty and unemployment It began with
the postwar slump of the 1920s, and it continued into
England's poetwar slump lifter 1945. i Orwell, who died
in 1950, did not even have the satisfaction of outliving
Stalin.t So it was an age ie which de most sensitive

than it used to be, Orwell answered that the rosebushes
that Woolworth's sold for sixpence were still very good.
Orwell was a loner as a novelist, which may be partly
why be was so captious about Evelyn Waugh, who liked
to play the country gentleman and playfully joined the
Commandos. But he was also a loner in England's Loft
circles — "not one of us," a Labor Party bureaucrat
pompously said to me during the war. I would suggest
George On.11, wall his mistpted Km. f tic Ivati. 1446

No gesture. They ere clearly internal rather than po.
UUcel minded: Tom Hayden explained the other clay
that to show oneself not afraid of cope, it helps to call
them "pipl" The most frightening thing about some
of the new actionista is the mieehlevous part they play es
agents provrearems of the New Right. Thu does not
bother them, for they believe its firmly as the German
Communist. did in 1933 that a Hitler in power must
inevitably fail and no prepare the way for the Left. And
isn't Comrade Ulbricht in power, on to speak, 35 yearn
later?
Nevertheless, the New Left has the virtues of the
affluent society that produced it: it is not wedded to
depression, social or personal, end in a society bunting
with /thunder-tee, It may practice austerity as a personal
gesture again -- ones own thing— but admirably
doesn't believe in poverty as a Army of life or defeat as
a political habit Orwell certainly practiced one and believed in the other. As everyone knows who kim read

Dolan and Out an Pori, and London and The Rood to
Wigan Pier. Orwell, the old Etonian and ex.polieernan,
liked to visit squalor, to see "how the poor die" There
wan a lot of self-punishing there, for reasons That a biographer might make clear end that his oollected paper.

why Orwell always writes here with such horning
clarity, such intellectual fervor, such respect for logic

don't And though Orwell cared for literature beyond
everything else, one reason that literature is "dying" is
that Orwell"s generation may have made too mach of
literature as an expremiest of and sulatitute for politica defeat. Nowadays professors who were once
radical* themselves like to praise thenuselves m "ra'inner and to condemn their radical wirdeute as "irrational." Best the "rationality" of these middleuged contemplative. wens to comist in the belief that literature
is not a form of action in itself but a defense against
action, not u form of power but • neutraliution of
power, not even an image of natural violence but a protection against all violence. The logic of thin is always
lonely and rather vain: there is not much communal /He
to it and certainly not much fun. by which I mean the
energy that youth properly makes no much of as a political virtue.
Orwell certainly practieed poverty. loneliness, logic
and defeat. Admittedly, he was an intellectual, not a

as the commonweal of human intelligence.
By contrast, Abbie floffneandOle not talk very clearly

greet imaginative artist: even hat brilliant critical wen
on great 19thcentury novelise, Dickens and Tolstoy,

and Mark Rudd does not write very interestingly. filmy

cunsciences knew what it is to live every day with despair for others — en age, us Carious raid, in which
finally one SULMIRI to keep certain rubies alive without
any illusion that they would triumph_ The sense of Orwell's struggle is overwhelming in them painfully clear
pages. The necessity of etroggle — againet commercial.
ism, against rant, against the icing propaganda of Stall./
and Hitler, against the re-writing of history by the one
and the destruction by the second of history as a human
'dna, mains' the destruction of no many human beings,
PO many ancient cities, so many cohere' traditione, no
many intimate halite of moderation and exactness in
language (always a prime Lome for Orwell I -- explains

that Orwell was a mystery to hitrocif. From the more
than two thomand pages I have just admiringly read
and often re-read with the ;reams' interest — I can
remember very little about the characters of other pen.
pie, such as a novelist ordinarily delights in. What one
finds most here is a remarkable gift for analysing other

people's favorite propositions, for spotting dishonesty
in public figures and moral faults in intellectuals. Orwell certainly knew bow to evoke the traditional intellectual loyalties of the English consciences He had a
peat gift for dissecting whatever shocked his con.
science. He had the critic's born sense of reaction and
opposition, to whatever he saw in the England of his
time — and the politics of his time — that he disliked.
In shod, he never saw himself in • position of leadership, as many young radicals do in our day. Orwell new
himself as a men whose only treasure was his moral
judgment, and for this he needed to stay poor. The
frontispiece. to the last two volumes bring back Orwell
with the fierce crease lines down hie cheeks, the writer's
colored shirt and shabby tweed jacket, in all his suffer.
ing and grim honesty. He said in 1944 that
to make life liveable is a much bigger problem
than it recently seemed. Since about 1930 the world
has given no reason for optimism whatever. Nothing is in sight except a welter of lies, hatred.
cruelty and ignorance. and beyond our present
troubles loom vaster ones which an only now entering into the European coneciousness
He went on frnm that to &weal e certain reasons for
hope, and he beautifully mid that although "all revolu•
.ions fail, they are not the tome Wore." But the real
beats of his tragic amuse was his commitment to solitude:
secular Man feels utterly alone in the face of death and
writing is too much the activity of a man alone.
One ratan for the greater feeling of hope among rad.
kids in the post-Orwell age is that the new technology
make for more community than did the old. Another
is that many young intellectuals are not writers. don't
live by literature or for it, as Orwell did, don't have his
sense of solitude. Still another is that tine young are so
twirl to haying things work that they can't imagine
"polities" not working either; Orwell was a product of
the &pouring period between the wars when it seemed

display a characteristic tendency to show them up as bad

as if unemployment would never end. But above all, Orwell's solitude represents a writer who knew how much
he embodied something that Wm risibly gaming. His
life was unbearably filled with the poignance of mortality became he could always are himself being swept

of the most prominent activists and cheerleaders of the

thinkers men when the final point in that they were too

away as an historical moment

and fore-

immensely gifted to need intellectual lope. Still. Orwell
felt himself alone, pushed and punished himself for un-

to reed two thousand pages in another generation?

New Left are playing psychological roles first

most. see society as all "theater," turn polities into pubBOOK tirrtil-Dassetwit

re, teas

But of bow many radical podia today will one want
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